JOSUA ELIE TAMPUBOLON
After the issuance of Government Regulation Number 53 Year 2010 regarding the discipline of civil servants, as a form of appreciation in increasing the discipline of Civil Servants, Mayor of Bandar Lampung issued a Mayor Circular (Number. 800/1871/I.03/2011) regarding the discipline in the environment of Bandar Lampung City Governement.

In Lampung Express News on Wednesday, September 15th, 2010, the results of unannounced inspections done by the the commander of Civil
Service Police, Inspector, and Public Relations. The most achievement of the truancy civil servants is succeed to be recorded by the City Planning Department of Bandar Lampung. The purpose of the researcher is to find out the policy implementation of the mayor circular at The City Planning Department of Bandar Lampung.

The research type is a descriptive, it is a research aims to make an description, illustration, or phenomenon systematically, factual, and accurate about the facts, properties, and the relationship between the investigated phenomenon, with the qualitative approach. The focus of this research is a communication, resources, disposition, and bureaucratic structures regarding to the Policy Implementation of the Mayor Circular. The data collection technique through the interview and documentations. Data Analysis is done by discuss or telling all the examined data with analysis procedure ie data reduction, display (data presentation) and verification (draw the conclusions). Data collection instruments are interview and documentations.

The results of the research at The City Planning Department of Bandar Lampung found that from 4 indicators of Edward III policy model is that the communication is in a good categories, the resources is in a good categories, the disposition is in a bad categories, the bureaucratic structures is in a good categories.
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